Abstract
collisions between the ablation plume and the oxygen background gas [26, 40] . At oxygen 152 pressures of 10 Pa (75 mTorr) and below, significant morphological changes are observed in 153 both the ZnO and AZO films: The deposits present continuous, film-like, morphologies.
154
Additionally, the pattern of shallow (10 nm) hairline cracks, observed in the middle panels of 
157
The root-mean square (rms) surface roughness (R q ) of each film was estimated over an 158 area of ~ 5 μm x 5 μm (512 pixels × 512 pixels) from the AFM data, using the WSXM image 
193
The observed shift of crystalline fraction orientation correlates with the previously discussed 
196
In order to study the effect of oxygen pressure on crystalline quality, we have measured It is notable that significant increases in the crystallite size occur at the oxygen pressure values 222 where film morphological changes are also observed (see above discussions). The low temperature PL spectra for the ZnO and AZO films grown at oxygen pressures of is evidently due to the increased free electron concentration provided by the Al donor dopant.
285
The resistivity decreases with oxygen pressure from a maximum value of ~ 10 3 Ω cm at oxygen 
291
Due to the similarity of the oxygen pressure-dependent morphological and crystalline 292 behaviors observed for ZnO and AZO, the arguments invoked above to explain the pressure-
293
dependence of the ZnO films electrical properties can also be used for the AZO films. 
315
Overall, the effect of oxygen pressure on the structure and properties of ZnO and AZO 316 films has been demonstrated to be an important factor, potentially enabling researchers to 317 control and tailor the properties of ZnO and AZO films on polymer substrates such as Zeonor.
318
The combination of a low-water absorbing polymer substrate like Zeonor and an optically and 
